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MA'AGAN MIKHAEL ANCIENT SHIP
THE RECOVERY OF A 2400 YEAR OLD MERCHANTMAN

by
Dr. Elisha Linder

Summary

Kibbutz Maagan Mikhael is located 35 km. soutb of Haifa along tbe Mediterranean eoast of
Israel. The sbip was found 70 meters off shore in shallow water 1.8 meters deep and buried
under a layer of sand, 1.5 meters thick. It was identified as a
merchantman with a
displacement of about
tons tbat survived in an outstanding state of preservation, with an
the lower portion oftbe hull remaining intact. C14 and eeramic analysis date the wreck to tbe
end of the fifth centllry, BCE. Among the finds were tbirteen tons of stones and
seventy eeramie wares, food remnants, ropes, earpenter's tools and a one-arm wooden
anehor. Tbe ship,
finds as weil as the constrllction techniqlles, arollse mlleb interest
among nautical archaeologists from an over tbe world.
Tbe ship was dismantled underwater and tbe pieces were moved to consel-vation
labaoratories at tbe University of Haifa. After seven years of treatment, the conserved
timbers were transferred to a museum, a wing of tbe Hecht Arehaeological museum,
especially eonstrllcted for tbe sbip on tbe university
The metieu)olls reassembly
process wbich has been Ilndertaken is similar to the construction of a bilge 'jigsaw puzzle'
and has incorporated intensive investigation and research at each
Our voillme describes tbe ship's sailing
nalltical arcbaeological
studies,
tbe Ilnderwater excavation, analysis oftbe finds and construction metbods of the ship.
Tbe Maagan Mikhael Sbip is a unique find: tbe amount of timbers that survived is
it
incilldes tbe entire bottom of tbe hlln, IIp to and over the first wale. Tbe keel is completely
intact as wen as tbe stem posts. Portions of eleven strakes sllrvived to starboard and seven to
port. FOllrteen
the mast step and a few additional internal components were
uncovered as weil. Their state of preservation was excellent. Thlls ollr thorough
of tbe
sbip provides Ilpdated information constantly. Tbe abllndance of artifacts that were found,
both in number and qllality, enables nllmerons scholars to be involved in different apects of
the research. Thus, tbis ship has become tbe subject of eontinuous researcb. In On,11IU'........
several components of the sbip are tbe subject for several master theses and one Pb.n.
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dissertation of our students. Thus, information cuHed from tbe
knowledge
maritime activity ofthe first miHenium BeE.

bas enricbed our

contents have been retrieved from the seabed
tbe
Since all the
underwater, SChOh:lrs have had the unique opportunity of access and have been enabled to
study every
tbe sbip's construction. In addition, tbe
metbod was
chosen by os
of its reversibility quality. It gives us the opportunity to analyze tbe
wood as it was years ago preceding conservation. All the artifacts were retrieved from the
sbip
to tbe treatment oftbe buH, making tbem accessible for
study. Tbey are
all stored at tbe museum at tbe U niversity of Haifa. Tbe timbers
tbe sbip bave now been
completely reassembled and are on exbibition.

Many
archaeological discoveries
are made
and not as an outcome of
planned
unexpected Iy,
are found in p laces which had been
visited more
once by professionals and
laymen aJike. Such was the ease with the
Ma'agan
which was a casual
discovery
with luck and a dramatic
touch
The

to the south, this
bottom had not yet
archaeological finds,
th is eoast had
area
divers who spent
underwater practicing search and

1985, Ami Eshel, a native of the
and a
member of the UESI,
one afternoon from a dive along
coast. He reported having eome across a
pile
stones protruding from the sand,
were pottery shards and several
It was at a loeation some 70
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m.
in a
of less than
of
water. The stones were not a type familiar to
the
was clearly not
to him that he may
of an
procedures,
shipwreck.
he informed the rpr"'p"pt1,t"t
of the Isreal
Department
(lDAM)(I)
PRELIMINARY investigations of the site
following day by S.
(2). More timber
were found, including an oU
lamp and so me
handles. After
e10se inspection these were initially dated to
the end
the
centuries BeE,
which
mueh excitement
analysis. The
..... " ..Iu.r! with smaH buoys
and the

and drawn on a

intervention
Also there was the
delicate equilibrium which
natural forces and the
aperiod of what subsequently
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turned out to be 2400 years, might
Apermit to more Ily explore
was granted to
Leon
Center
of the
of
Maritime
Haifa (3). In
of I
joined me in conducting test soundings
around
site to
the nature
extent of the remains buried under the
revealed
little
The amount of
doubt as to
belonging to a
structure
buBt with
long strakes.
mortise and tenon joints were
a shipbuilding technique which
gave further credence as to the antiquity of
discovery.
to a full scale excavation was
of 1987 by the
This was carried out in
same team assisted by
students
University's Department of Maritime
Civilizations. A test trench was later dug
along the
limits
site. The
information obtained confrrmed that Iying
below a thick layer
were sizable
hu 11 tim bers in a remarkabIe state
preservation
the odds
against it by the potential action of
destructive natural forces and
borers.
Credit for
was given to the anaerobic
rnrl1TI,pnt in which
timbers had been
"""\.,a;:)\JU apparently for mil1ennia.
THE HULL showed no
structural
collapse
either by its own weight or
that from
cargo and stones which added
layer
from inside. Nor did the
sediment which had completely vV''''''\,A;<
ship produce any substantial damage. On
the
the relatively
interval
which must have eJapsed
the time the
ship was disabled and
on the
and its complete covering over
most likely had
infestation by
left little time

some
in place.

were
intact
it appeared that none of
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use In
the mast, sail
disintegrated or
a smalJ island,
run parallel to the coast some
affect
currents and
particuJar area
that flow in
dire<..,'t impact on
local
processes.
Bathymetric surveys which were earlier
conducted offs hore to the north of the site
the presence
two sand
running parallel to the shoreline.
changed shape
location
different
inner bar
seasons of the year. In October,
under which
ship was
was found
with a crest
about 100 m. from the
at a
of 2.0 m
dynamics of
movement and formation of
could explain
when it
speculated that even if the
site must
partially exposed in the
have
immediately covered up again.

THE

of sand
in
the
coast of
reconfirmed that in the past,
Nile River
originated
the beaches as far
However,
the
north as Akko
construction
Dam in 1965
together with the intrusion
man-made
structures (7) and intensive sand mining
purposes,
quantities
removed.
latter process was a
phenomenon which affected the
strip
A result of this
all along
north of our
shallow water
in recent years and
responsible
the
exposure
ship site (8). All the
above led to the conclusion that
the site
was ",n/pr"l1
once for a
short
year period
following
intentionally,
by
Recent
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The
of the
investigations
were
to justify the
planning of a fuH scale excavation the ship
beJonged to it. The
adequate funding to cover all
excavation,
and conservation
into the shipbuilding
technique and relevant historical information
ongm,
destination,
publication
the results, and
eventual display
to the
public in a museum.
At that time,
Anthony Jacobs from
London (now Lord Jacobs and former
of
Board of
of the
University), was informed of the discovery.
in sailing
An avid
with an
ships past and
became enchanted
by this unique
importanee for
millennium
seafaring in the
BCE, accepted fuH sponsorsh ip of
research
Onee an expense budget
was prepared and the material needs were
guaranteed, a request
a
permit of
excavation was submitted to the
of Antiquities
Museums. It
was granted soon

THE NEXT
was to assemble a team
trained nautical archaeologists. This was not
task
In
primarily engaged in surveys
historical
like
Akko, Athlit and others. We
approached Prof. J.R. Steffy
a
ancient ship construction, who in the past
had
on the Kyrenia Ship
excavation in Cyprus, to
a suitable
to conduct the excavation. He
warmly recommended Jay Rosloff, his
former student. Jay was weil
with
both
theoretical knowledge of
building in antiquity and
the practical
experience in
excavations and
huil reconstruction, gained while
working on excavations in
(10). He
78

was
position of Field
moved to
with his wife Beth, and
temporarily at
JA Y ACQUAINTED himself
the site
carried out additionaL
mainly to
by means
a
archaeological finds.
water-jet probe, was introduced to determine
extent of the archaeological
around the

sufficient to set a
the expedition team was the next
team was
drawn from the
professional
and students of the
Maritime Civilizations of
University
and later joined by
volunteer divers from the kibbutz and former
members
the
Rosloff was keen to
have some of his
associates join the
expedition
contribute their knowledge
111
similar
gained
from
expenence
excavations in
areas of the
of
Mediterranean. The
maritime archaeologists also included
artists,
technicians,
draftspersons,
etc. They were:
Elisha Linder: Project Director;
University
Rosloff:
Texas

Mike

Director;
University

Assistant
Director;
MA Student
time

of

University
J.

Assistant Field
MA
(at time of excavation);
A&M University
Operations
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Haifa University

of
excavation);

Yaacov
of
excavation);

Artist. Institute of Nautical
Archaeology;
Texas
Bodrum, Turkey

A&M

University

m

Siyon: Stills Vh,(\tn,e<r<.nh
Haifa
Itamar

Photographer;
Independent
Assistant Vh{\tr,ar:~nllpr'
New York
Dagan:

serv lees were
kibbutz which provided room
for
permanent expedition
three seasons of
mechanical equipment,

use

such a breakwater could
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&
the
the
causmg substantial delay

•

with a mobile

•
of
exact
of 12 x 4 x 2 m. meant that we
need to construct a much
structure
than the ship
in order to
sufficient room around
to
able to study the structure throughout
of our
process. At
early
we cou Id not
that
a
facility could be found where a structure
of this size could be buHt nor couJd we
estimate or
the
costs
which would ultimately arise.
•

•

We decided early on that the method of
conservation would be
in
polyethlyneglycol (PEG) in two different
grades: PEG-400 and PEG-4000.
absorption is much less effective on a
one-dimensional surface.
And lastly, the educational and
benefits which can be derived from
elose study of the various structural
elements of the hull when dismantled
into small sections, wou Id be lost.

The sand which had been a
covering and preserving the site
millennia, ultimately became a curse. We
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all the inventiveness and ingenuity
our expedition's technical staff (13). The
season of work underwater was set for
fall
1988. At that early stage there was
no way to predict a timetable for the
completion of the task, but even a most
pessimistic view could not have envisioned a
over 2: 1 between the number of days
resided at the site
members were engaged in archaeological
of the huH and its
When
did not encourage
any kind the days were
<OUI",llll", the sand which drifted
into the excavation trenches and accumulated
the
ship or
The more professionally trained
time for the treatment
retrieved.

Upon

comparative data from
the study of
with the

MARITIME
material

is providing us
knowledge of
and the rich
which

to our
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Tbis is a view of tbe coast wbere tbe ship was found

Removing sand above the ship
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Excavating the bow

The anchor
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Tbe keel out oftbe sea
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Retrieving a frame

Ceramic artifacts
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Iustalliug a plauk uuto tbe sbip

Reassemble process oftbe sbip
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First stage of ship reassemhle
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Tbe temporary scaffold
- - The buiidi~g -deialls that we-findintne-snIP-s
excavated 10 different parts of the
Mediterranean
reveal
such
similar
technologies that it leads one to believe that
these could only have been developed
through direct contact. It is most likely that
shipwrights and other craftsmen engaged in
ship construction who met during their
sailing ventures along the various coasts of
the Mediterranean, exchanged knowledge
and experience. We know that the application
of mort ise-and-tenon construction existed
through extended time periods with the shell
first technique in various locales advancing
to
skeleton-first
construction.
Such
techniques were transmitted from place to
place. Not only was the application of the
mortise-and-tenon technique adapted in
various regions but even the computation of

Tbe bull rebuilt

distances between them and the shape of tbe
tenons were so similar that it further points to
cIose interaction. This could hardly be the
result of independent invention.
It has been well established that already in
the Late Bronze Age, as in later times, there
was continuous contact between di fferent
maritime entities - especially between the
Greeks (Mycenaean, Archaic and Classical)
and the Phoenicians (or their predecessors,
better known by their earlier name, the
Canaan ites). As a direct outcome of uch
contacts an interaction among craftsmen from
near and far seems to have developed. This,
more than likely, inclu ded the shipwrights.
THIS ASSUMPTTON IS based on the
principle theory of diffusion of cultures in the
eastern Mediterranean, primarily when
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referring to the Greco- Semitic examp te. With
growing evidence from archaeological and
Iiterary sources, such theori es are now more
accepted.
First,
the
Greek
read ily
ethnocentric bias that was so dominant in
previous generations of scholarship had to be
overcome. Recently, an encompassing - and
most convincing - study on the subject
argues as to the prominent place to be given
to the Phoenicians in the development of
seafaring and shipbuilding in antiqu ity. The
arguments as to the prom inent place to be
given the expansion of Phoenicians and
Greeks in the Mediterranean followed two
patterns. In their trading ventures and
colonization patterns there was natural
competition which often led to conflicts of
interest. This was particularly evident in the
central and western Mediterranean. In their
cultural contacts however, there must have
been
an
exchange
of technological
innovations, the dissem ination of the
Phoenician alphabet to the Greeks serving as
a prime example.
1N THE LATE Bronze Age, Cypriot,
Canaanite and Mycenean sbips plied the seas
in great numbers. Evidence for such intensive
commercial sailing activities is documented
in the Ugarit ic texts of the ti me. The archives
conta ined, among others, administrative,
legal and economic texts relating directly to
the extensive involvement of Ugarit in
maritime matters, reachi ng out far beyond its
coastal borders, and pointing to an existing
network of thalassocracies (maritime powers)
in the Mediterranean already in the middle of
the second millennium BCE.
Sea traders whose permanent port of
embarkation was in foreign lands sailed
regularly to the Ugaritic realm. Commercial
transactions were carried out in the harbor
area under the auspices of the wakil-kari, the
harbor master. Such recurring contacts
between seafaring merchants from different
countries and cultures laid the foundation for
an ecumene based on continuous exchange of
ideas and technological know-how. Some of
88

the foreign groups established tempora ry
residence in the harbor zone of Ugarit, L1s ing
the port facilities and market place, although
thei r rights and privileges were restricted and
permanent residence in the kingdom was
denied to them. They were we\come in
Ugarit during the sailing season when ships
from all over the eastern Mediterranean 
some from as far away as Crete and from the
realm of Mycenae - ancbored in the harbor.
This opened a brill iant opportunity for an
exchange of information regarding ship
construction,
loading ca pacities,
food
preservation, suitable anchorages along
common sail ing routes and the like.
CONT ACTS WITH Kommos in southern
Crete was for the Canaanites more than a
stop-over along the southern sailing route.
This has been lately attested to by the
discovery of a Canaanite shrine dated to the
14 ~l century BCE at the site, serving evidence
of sem i-permanent residence.
There is sound archaeological evidence for
Greek and Phoenician contacts in the
Mediterranean after tbe so-ca lIed 'dark age'
when stability returned to the Levant. In the
Near East, along the Syro-Palestinian coast,
the predominance of Euboean pottery was
fJrmly established. The exchange could have
been carried out by an intermediary and
Cyprus may have played the role. However,
it seems more likely that the barbor of
Lefkandi in Euboea served as a direct
meeting
pJace between Greeks and
Phoenicians as early as the tenth century
BCE, having by then areputation as a
shipbuilding center.
Such c\ose contacts between Euboeans and
Phoenicia ns continued in Pithekoussai on the
Island of Ischia in the Bay of NapIes, where
an international community of merchants and
craftsmen resided. AI M ina, the Phoenician
settlement on the northern Levantine coast,
was known for the rieh Greek import in the
Geometrie period, again of Euboean origin.
Cyprus played an important part both in the
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the east and with
connections
contacts
the west.
served as astaging point for Greco
where
Phoenician commercial
openly
and shipwrights
detailed information on
construction and
skills.
From the end
is a
presence of
eastern
in
This phenomenon
is in accord with recent studies which claim

the organization
the
their standing
social and
political order, we find that in Ugarit and In
Phoenician city
the
organized by their
were defined as
or subordinates.
Heltzer
a"lJC<Vt" of eraftsmanship listing more than a
dozen fields of
It is
to note that eraftsmen engaging in
were listed
aseparate eategory rptprr'pr!
included
chariots and
as
anyt.
In Judea, in the
BCE, .. r~,th,rn,'n
paid from the public treasury for their
work at
in Jerusalem. 'Then they
the money
wou Id
the hands of
of the
paid it out to the
worked upon
House of
Lord and
Masons and the stone cutters ...'. In the
world, we find
'demioergo',
artisans, men who served
by
their
skills.
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Phoenieians
a
faetor in the mobil ity of eraftsmen.
But even much earlier such P"trl<'>,,"P
As an example we have the
Canaanite
at the
Egypt, indicated by the
deities Baal and
some

In his study, 'Patterns of Mobility Among
Ancient Near
Zaccagnini
following the new
the Greek world
Orient, particularly under the
ruJe.
groups of artisans
to the same profession
settled in a

",,,,,r.n,IHn

engage in
render their services to
them.
faced no
In
raw materials owing to the development
market economy.
AMONG THE

historical
shipwrights
did exchange knowledge and
traditions which passed on
borders. They chose to eonstruct
places where
and abundant,
expertise
at
this way, they were
shipbuilding
with such awe.
Thus, rather than speaking
Phoenician
and
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technology. This may spare us a futile search
for a specific 'nationaJity' of sea-going ships,
and instead allow us to view the sea as a
bridge and a channel between societies while
the ships of the period become instrumental
in the process of cultural interaction.
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